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Sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) is a minimally invasive technique, performed in conjunction with radiotracer injection and lymphoscintigraphy. This allows the surgeon to identify and excise targeted upper echelon lymph nodes that drain the site of a primary malignancy for the laboratory detection of what would otherwise be subclinical nodal metastases. This technique offers a less invasive means of staging lymphatic basins in a patient with a primary malignancy, and permits detailed histological, immunohistochemical, and molecular examination of at least the first echelon (frequently second and rarely third) lymph node basin for clinically occult micro- and conventional metastases (clinical stage N0). Use of this technique may potentially avoid overtreatment of patients with oral or oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma who undergo elective or opportune neck dissection and are subsequently declared pathologically N0, and hence reduce neck dissection-associated morbidity \[[@CR1]\].

The sentinel node concept was first described by Cabanas \[[@CR2]\] in 1977 for squamous cell carcinoma of the penis. In 1992, Morton et al. \[[@CR3]\] reintroduced the concept of surgical sentinel lymph node sampling. Their landmark publication described their early prospective clinical experience with SLNB using blue dye in patients with clinically node-negative cutaneous malignant melanoma. The crucial introduction of radionuclides as the injected tracer can be attributed to Alex and Krag \[[@CR4]\], who devised the current method involving nuclear imaging and a handheld gamma probe to identify sentinel lymph nodes, the technique that has become the standard of care for cutaneous malignant melanoma.

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC), like melanoma, is characterized by an anatomically stepwise progression of regional lymphatic metastases, and there has been an interest in the application of the technique to this disease. Formal lymphadenectomy of the draining lymphatic basins is a traditional option in OSCC. However, the current standard approach---selective neck dissection for deeply invasive lesions and "watchful waiting only" for superficial lesions---remains controversial. As increasing numbers of centers consider applying SLNB to OSCC patients, multiple other issues and questions arise regarding appropriate training and experience, patient selection, surgical and pathological techniques, and patient follow-up.

Controversies in the management of the N0 lymphatic basin for OSCC {#Sec2}
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Patients with OSCC are usually examined by computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration biopsy (USFNAB) or more recently positron emission tomography (PET) for evaluation of neck status, all of which have significant false-negative and false-positive rates. For detection of suspicious nodes appreciated on physical examination, USFNAB has proven to be the most accurate of these techniques \[[@CR5]\], although the method is labor-intensive and operator dependent \[[@CR6]\]. Nevertheless, these imaging techniques are not invariably capable of detecting nodal metastases.

Observation after removal of the primary tumor, "watchful waiting", with neck dissection only if clinical cervical metastases develop, has been proposed for patients with primary lesions considered at low risk for lymphatic metastases, based on small size (less than 2 cm), minimal depth of invasion (for example less than 4 mm in primary tumors of the oral tongue), and favorable histological differentiation \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. In these patients, close watching of the neck during follow-up has been recommended \[[@CR9]\]. Depth of invasion has become the most widely accepted parameter for selecting patients for safe observation. However, a recent evaluation of a large population of patients with oral cancer who underwent SLNB found that tumor thickness was not a statistically significant predictor of positive sentinel nodes, whereas tumor differentiation, lymphovascular invasion, and invasive growth patterns were predictive \[[@CR10]\]. This study was more robust than previous studies on this subject, as the true status of the neck was more accurately determined by step-serial sectioning and immunohistochemistry of the sentinel node. This study calls into question the widespread use of depth of invasion over all other variables as the primary means of allocating patients to "watchful waiting" versus neck dissection. In general, the presence of favorable histopathological characteristics in the primary tumor may indicate reduced risk, but does not negate the risk of metastases. Hence, no reliable tools are currently available that consistently achieve a high predictive value for occult metastasis.

Although there are no universally accepted guidelines, the predominant opinion is that a patient with a clinically N0 neck should have a neck dissection, if the risk of occult metastasis is more than approximately 15--20% \[[@CR11]--[@CR15]\]. This approach is supported primarily by retrospective studies that have demonstrated that a concomitant neck dissection is associated with a decreased rate of regional recurrence and distant metastases \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. Furthermore, one randomized study showed that patients with OSCC and a clinically N0 neck, who did not have concomitant neck dissections, often presented later with neck metastases and incurable disease. Salvage surgery was successful in only 24% of these patients. However, patients with a prophylactic neck dissection had a reduction of recurrence in the neck alone, from 33 to 12% \[[@CR17]\]. It should be kept in mind that the stage at which recurrences are detected is also dependent on the means and intensity of follow-up and may well determine the salvage rates. In addition, pathologic studies have shown that even small lymph node metastases, which are neither palpable nor obvious on imaging studies, can have extracapsular extension, including lymphovascular and perineural invasion, and other poor prognostic indicators \[[@CR18]--[@CR21]\]. Visualization and palpation of lymph nodes intraoperatively are unreliable predictors of nodal metastases by themselves \[[@CR21]\]. In centers experienced in this procedure, USFNAB for follow-up enables early detection of a significant percentage of neck failures and a high salvage rate with therapeutic neck dissection \[[@CR22]\]. However, this strategy may result in more extensive salvage surgeries for gross cervical metastases and more frequent postoperative radiotherapy, as compared to an approach that addresses the cervical lymphatics in conjunction with the initial surgical treatment.

The evaluation and treatment of lymphatic metastasis is further confounded by evidence that traditional surgical procedures, while accurate for the majority of patients, may miss involved lymph nodes in patients with variations in lymphatic anatomy or due to limitations in our ability to identify isolated tumor cells and micrometastases using traditional histopathologic techniques, where identifying minimal disease can be like finding the proverbial "needle in a haystack" \[[@CR23]\].

In summary, for OSCC, the probability of microscopic involvement of lymph nodes than can be estimated based on clinical findings and routine histopathology is at best an approximation. For oral cavity malignancies, the reported 20--40% risk of occult metastases must be weighed against the morbidity of dissecting the majority of necks that are not truly involved. The need for a better diagnostic technique to identify subclinical cervical metastases and guide the treatment of these patients ultimately has lead to the development of SLNB. Another development reducing the probability of occult metastasis and facilitating more adequate treatment decisions may be the availability of biological tests performed on the primary tumor specimen, but the promising early results of such profiles need to be validated \[[@CR24]\]. The decision to observe a patient at moderate risk for lymphatic metastases who has a clinically negative neck, which was sensible in the era of more radical neck procedures, is made more difficult with the current practice favoring selective, functional neck dissections, and might become even less common if the evidence base for SLNB becomes stronger.

SLNB for OSCC {#Sec3}
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Between 1996 and 2000, multiple centers initiated single institutional trials studying SLNB for OSCC \[[@CR25]--[@CR29]\]. More than 60 single institution trials, two international conference consensus documents, a meta-analysis, and recent joint practice guidelines have since been published concerning this topic \[[@CR30]--[@CR32]\]. A large multi-institutional pathologic validation trial has supported previous pathologic validation trials and established that the sentinel node concept applies to OSCC as it does to cutaneous melanoma and breast cancer. The pathologic status of the sentinel node correlated well with the status of subsequent immediate formal lymphadenectomy \[[@CR33]\]. Several large prospective clinical observational trials on SLNB in OSCC, with selective neck dissection reserved only for proven positive lymphatic metastases, have been conducted to date \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\]. Three prospective studies of SLNB as primary neck management for stage I and II oral cavity cancer \[Sentinel Node European Trial (SENT), the Danish National Group Trial (DAHANCA 22), and the Brazilian Head and Neck Group\] are in progress.

The consensus in the literature regarding this topic is that: (1) the predictive value of a negative sentinel lymph node varies between 90 and 100%; (2) step-serial sectioning and immunohistochemistry is essential in proper evaluation of the sentinel lymph node; (3) this use of step-serial sectioning and immunohistochemistry can significantly improve the negative predictive value of this technique; (4) significant upstaging of the lymphatic basins occurs with this technique relative to standard formal lymphadenectomy; (5) unexpected patterns of lymphatic drainage can indeed occur, including unanticipated contralateral drainage to nodes that might be missed with standard lymphadenectomies, and (6) if immediate assessment of lymph nodes using frozen section, imprint cytology or molecular biological techniques reliably show a sentinel lymph node metastasis, a neck dissection can be performed at the same sitting. Nevertheless, significant concerns exist regarding the need for staged surgery in the small percentage of patients whose sentinel nodes are found to be positive at a later date (after formal processing including immunohistochemistry, which typically adds 1--2 days to the preparation of the final pathology report), as well as with regard to the risk of false-negatives in what would otherwise be a highly curable condition. The optimum management of the neck that harbors only a single micrometastasis or even isolated tumor cells is, as yet, uncertain. Some have conjectured that removal of just the sentinel node may be sufficient in these patients, though this has not been formally studied.

Morbidity of SLNB versus selective neck dissection {#Sec4}
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Selective neck dissection was developed primarily as a means of reducing the morbidity related to more radical approaches to the neck. However, significant morbidity remains even with the selective procedure, including adhesive capsulitis of the shoulder (which can occur even after only transient weakness of the trapezius muscle), lip movement asymmetry, and contour changes in the neck. This has been documented in multiple quality of life studies and functional assessments \[[@CR36]--[@CR39]\]. In theory, an inexperienced operator could create more injury through a narrow exposure approach to the neck than a formal dissection. However, several studies have documented negligible morbidity with SLNB in the hands of experienced head and neck surgeons \[[@CR40]\]. No contour changes occur, and capsular dissection of lymph nodes minimizes the need for nerve dissection. For patients with minimal disease detected after final pathological analysis, the option of early re-exploration allows for completion neck dissection without increased morbidity. In a recent study, Murer et al. \[[@CR41]\] compared complication rate, morbidity, and postoperative shoulder function in a large cohort undergoing either SLNB or elective neck dissection. Subjective impairment was assessed with the neck dissection impairment index (NDII) questionnaire. The functional status was evaluated by the assessment of shoulder function with the modified individual relative Constant score. Perhaps not surprisingly, SLNB was associated with significantly fewer complications, less subjective neck and shoulder impairment, and better objective shoulder function than elective neck dissection. SLNB has recently been shown to be associated with better quality of life compared to selective neck dissection \[[@CR42]\].

Apart from the eventual functional and oncological outcomes, the morbidity and costs involved in the several strategies for treatment of the N0 neck should be factored in before arriving at more definitive answers.

Discussion {#Sec5}
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The sentinel lymph node procedure has become a well investigated and elaborated technique and much has already been accomplished. However, some issues still need further development. An important issue to be resolved before SLNB can be advocated more strongly for the majority of deeply invasive oral cancers is our limited ability to achieve immediate diagnosis of positive sentinel nodes. The use of frozen section is controversial as tissue that has been frozen, then thawed, and then processed for routine light microscopic examination may be compromised by this handling, and might not represent the true status of the entire specimen. Although some groups do advocate frozen section for immediate conversion to selective neck dissection, with reduction in the need for reoperation \[[@CR35], [@CR43], [@CR44]\], this is still a matter of debate.

To be clear, there are several inherent potential pitfalls to be aware of, when selecting a definitive method of triaging patients for further treatment: first, there is evidence that skip metastases---i.e., metastases that skip over the first echelon draining node to lodge in nodes further downstream---do exist, which means that sampling sentinel nodes alone can yield false-negative results in those infrequent patients with skip metastases \[[@CR45]\]. Therefore, guidelines to define which second echelon "sentinel" nodes have to be harvested are needed. Such guidelines are not incorporated in the joint practice guidelines \[[@CR1]\], and multiple algorithms exist. Second, routine light microscopy, whether at the time of surgery (frozen section examination) or after fixation, runs a risk of overlooking tiny metastatic deposits. Light microscopic examination is, in essence, a sampling process, which means that tiny deposits made up of a limited number of tumor cells may be left behind in the tissue not sampled (or even in the portion of the tissue block not actually cut) \[[@CR46]\]. This may be improved by step-serial sectioning but cannot entirely be circumvented. Finally, soft tissue tumor deposits (i.e., tumor deposits which are not clearly associated with an encompassing lymph node) may be encountered in neck dissection specimens, and would not be identified by sentinel node sampling procedures \[[@CR47]\].

For the patient with a microscopic metastatic deposit in the sentinel node, not detected at the initial SLNB, we are dealing with issues that potentially include re-exploration and dissection of functionally important nerves in a recently operated wound. If the final pathology report can be made available to permit the patient to be taken back to surgery within 7 days, the concern is lessened, but a timely pathology report can be logistically challenging in some centers. Ultimately, rapid reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction assessment of nodes may provide immediate information regarding the status of the sentinel node, but this technique has not yet been validated for clinical use \[[@CR48]\].

As selective neck dissection has traditionally been advocated if the risk of subclinical metastases exceeds 15--20% \[[@CR11]--[@CR15]\], we are applying "watchful waiting" to a group of patients who still have significant risk, including many lip lesions, thin T1 cancers in other areas of the oral cavity, and other lesions with low probability of metastasis. For an increasing number of head and neck surgeons, SLNB is considered a reasonable option for patients with low but not negligible risk of harboring lymphatic metastases, and selective neck dissection remains the mainstay for patients with higher risk of subclinical nodal involvement. However, as discussed earlier, the appropriate population for SLNB, with an intermediate risk of occult metastasis, needs to be defined more clearly, and tools for risk assessment are currently relatively limited. An alternative approach is to offer SLNB to all patients with OSCC. However, if the neck has to be entered for primary tumor resection or free flap reconstruction in larger tumors, it may be more rational to perform a selective or opportune neck dissection in these cases.

Multiple authors have emphasized the significant learning curve that exists for SLNB. In the American College of Surgeons Oncology Group pathologic validation trial, there was a statistically significant difference in the negative predictive value of SLNB between experienced surgeons and beginning surgeons, even though the latter had performed five cases and participated in an animal laboratory \[[@CR33]\]. It is important for surgeons to receive initial instruction in the proper handling of the gamma probe. The surgeon should subsequently gain experience in the use of the gamma probe by performing SLNB prior to a planned completion neck dissection. This can be performed in a "gamma probe-guided neck dissection", in which the sentinel node is examined more meticulously using step-serial sectioning and immunohistochemistry to obtain a more reliable histopathological examination. This procedure offers benefits to the patient, and is more than just a means of gaining experience. Significant upstaging of the cervical nodes can be anticipated by virtue of the gamma probe-assisted procedure \[[@CR23], [@CR39]\]. Clearly these patients can be more intelligently followed and treated when we understand the true status of the neck. Thus, SLNB in the context of a completion selective neck dissection offers the opportunity for more accurate staging of minimal, but significant, neck disease, and can be offered to patients in good conscience.

Equally important is the occasional unpredictability of lymphatic pathways, which is well recognized for cutaneous lesions, and also occurs with oral lesions. In fact for lesions not involving the midline but within a few centimeters of it, gamma probe-guided surgery may provide a superior solution for these patients in whom we often struggle with decisions regarding contralateral neck management.

The SLNB remains an exciting area of development for OSCC and other head and neck mucosal lesions. Technologies are rapidly improving, and surgeons are becoming more experienced. It is very likely that the use of SLNB will increase as technological refinements \[e.g. single photon emission CT and CT (SPECT/CT), intraoperative gamma camera and fluorescence imaging\] occur, and that it will be applied in an increasingly wider group of mucosal lesions.

Conclusions {#Sec6}
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The technique of SLNB offers the potential for more anatomically accurate surgery based on each patient's unique lymphatic drainage pattern. It has been demonstrated to have an excellent safety profile with good sensitivity in identifying occult neck metastases. Use of this technique can potentially allow selection of patients for selective neck dissection, sparing them the morbidity of overtreatment and offer better quality of life. Selective neck dissection has only a 5% chance of not securing control of neck metastases, and it may well transpire on longitudinal studies that SLNB has similar oncologic efficacy. However, in the absence of reproducible level-1 evidence and the existence of a defined learning curve, centers commencing SLNB should offer this procedure within a trial setting, and the results should be closely monitored. In centers with adequate experience, SLNB can be offered to appropriate patients with nodal negative T1 and T2 OSCC for accurate histopathologic staging of the neck, with periodic audit of oncologic outcomes.
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